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By Patty McMurray (https://100percentfedup.com/author/patti/) | Nov 2, 2021

BREAKING…After re-analyzing a study performed by Centers for Disease Cont

(CDC) researchers, a peer-reviewed study (https://cf5e727d-d02d-4d71-89ff-

9fe2d3ad957f.�lesusr.com/ugd/adf864_2bd97450072f4364a65e5cf1d7384dd4.p

“immediate withdrawal of mRNA COVID vaccines for pregnant women, those b

childbearing age and children after their shocking study reveals stunning resul

vaccinated women: 92% of the women had a spontaneous miscarriage in the �

81.9% of women who received the mRNA COVID vaccine had a spontaneous m

20 weeks.

FILE PHOTO: A pregnant woman receives a vaccine for the coronavirus disease (C

Skippack Pharmacy in Schwenksville, Pennsylvania, U.S., February 11, 2021. REUTE

Beier/File Photo

The study warns that the conclusions of the Shimabukuro study that support t

vaccine in early pregnancy, which has now been hastily incorporated into man

guidelines for vaccine use, ignores the horrors of thalidomide, a drug common
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women in the late ’50s and early ’60s to prevent nausea during pregnancy. Tha

causing severe birth defects in thousands of children, including scores of child

without limbs

Here is a portion of their study:

From the Science, Public Health Policy and the Law (https://cf5e727d-d02d-4d

9fe2d3ad957f.�lesusr.com/ugd/adf864_2bd97450072f4364a65e5cf1d7384dd4.p

The use of mRNA vaccines in pregnancy is now generally considered safe for

COVID-19 in countries such as New Zealand, USA, and Australia. However, th

sponsored article by Shimabukuro et al. (2021) used to support this idea, on 
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provides little assurance, particularly for those exposed in early pregnancy. 

falsely reassuring statistics related to the risk of spontaneous abortion in ea

since the majority of women in the calculation were exposed to the mRNA p

outcome period was de�ned (20 weeks’ gestation).

In this article, we draw attention to these errors and recalculate the risk of t

on the cohort that was exposed to the vaccine before 20 weeks’ gestation. O

indicates a cumulative incidence of spontaneous abortion 7 to 8 times high

original authors’ results

(p < 0.001) and the typical average for pregnancy loss during this time period

�ndings, key policy decisions have been made using unreliable and question

conclude that the claims made using these data on the safety of exposure of

pregnancy to mRNA-based vaccines to prevent COVID-19 are unwarranted a

that those policy decisions be revisited.

The study indicates that at least 81.9% (≥ 104/127) experienced spon

following mRNA exposure before 20 weeks, and 92.3% (96/104) of sp

abortions occurred before 13 weeks’ gestation

Latest: WATCH: Virginia's First Black Lt. Gov Winsome Sears Gives Badass A

Speech...Woke CNN and MSNBC Ignore Her (https://100percentfedup.com/

�rst-black-lt-gov-winsome-sears-gives-badass-acceptance-speech-woke-c

ignore-her/)

We question the conclusions of the Shimabukuro et al.[4] study to support 

mRNA vaccine in early pregnancy, which has now been hastily incorporate

international guidelines for vaccine use, including in New Zealand.[1] The a

exposure in the third trimester cohort is representative of the effect of exp

pregnancy is questionable and ignores past experience with drugs such as 

Evidence of safety of the product when used in the �rst and second trimeste

established until these cohorts have been followed to at least the perinatal p

safety determined for any of the babies born to mothers inoculated during p

Additionally, the product’s manufacturer, P�zer, contradicts these assuran

“available data on Comirnaty administered to pregnant women are insuf�c
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vaccine- associated risks in pregnancy”, and “it is not known whether Com

in human milk” as “data are not available to assess the effects of Comirnaty

infant” (page 14).[39]

P�zer, it was noted, says on its vaccine’s label that the available data

“administered to pregnant women are insuf�cient to inform vaccine

in pregnancy.”

Due to the nature of the mRNA vaccine roll-out, healthcare providers need t

in pregnancy to further determine the safety of this product. Caution should

the administration of vaccines in pregnancy, as indicated by the possible a

the exposure to in�uenza vaccines containing H1N1pdm09 (2010–11 and 20

spontaneous abortion.[40] Considering the evidence presented here, we su

immediate withdrawal of mRNA vaccine use in pregnancy (Category X)[41] 

breastfeeding, alongside the withdrawal of mRNA vaccines to children or t

bearing age in the general population, until more convincing data relating 

long-term impacts on fertility, pregnancy and reproduction are established

Editor’s Note 1� This report was peer-reviewed by reviewers not af�liated w

The process was single-blinded (the authors do not know who the reviewers

Editor’s Note 2: On June 24, 2021, Dr. Shimabukuro also presented data from

Datalink to the US Advisory Committee on Immunization Practices (ACIP) an

the system captured no (zero) serious adverse events or deaths that could b

COVID-19 vaccine. On June 10, 2021, Dr. Shimabukuro reported no increase

myocarditis using data from the VSD to the Vaccines and Related Biologica

Advisory Committee (VRBPAC). Soon after these presentations, US FDA iss

the risk of myocarditis and pericarditis from the P�zer/Biontech Bnt162b2

vaccine.The information present to ACIP was critical in their decision on vac

recommendations. I have addressed the absence of and failure of “pharmaco

recent Editorial in this journal.

Epoch Times (https://www.theepochtimes.com/mkt_app/researchers-call

covid-19-vaccines-for-pregnant-women-after-re-analysis-of-cdc-study_40

utm_source=appan2028210?v=ul) reports –
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The study (https://www.nejm.org/doi/full/10.1056/nejmoa2104983), thoug

(https://www.nejm.org/doi/full/10.1056/NEJMx210016?query=recirc_cura

last month after concerns (https://www.nejm.org/doi/full/10.1056/NEJMc

query=recirc_curatedRelated_article) were raised by a researcher in Belgiu

scientists acknowledged they should have made clear that they could not ac

risk estimate for miscarriages because follow-up data was not yet available f

women.

The correction resolved some of the issues, but there are still more, accordi

Thornley, a senior lecturer in the University of Auckland’s Section of Epidem

Biostatistics, and Dr. Aleisha Brock, another researcher in New Zealand

(https://www.theepochtimes.com/t-new-zealand).

The CDC researchers concluded their �ndings didn’t show any obvious safet

pregnant women who received the P�zer or Moderna vaccines. They said th

necessarily represent the position of the CDC, but the agency links to the st

and used it (https://www.theepochtimes.com/cdc-recommends-pregnant-

covid-19-vaccine_3789564.html) to promote vaccination in pregnant women

to the study’s main author was forwarded to a CDC spokeswoman, who poin

statement regarding the study.

“We are aware that some of the data has been used to calculate a higher rate

This is not an appropriate calculation based on the data available because m

pregnancies were ongoing, and their outcome data was not available at the t

About 10–25 [percent] of known pregnancies end in miscarriage. CDC exper

study the effects of COVID-19 vaccination on pregnancies and closely monit

concerns,” the agency said at the time.

The spokeswoman also referred to two

(https://www.nejm.org/doi/full/10.1056/NEJMc2113891) research

(https://jamanetwork.com/journals/jama/fullarticle/2784193) letters regar

women and COVID-19 vaccines that have since been published. One was fro

who said the estimated risk of miscarriages following vaccination was within

miscarriages that actually occur. The other, from outside researchers, studie

reached a similar conclusion.
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“These �ndings are reassuring and can help inform discussions about COVID

during pregnancy between pregnant people and their healthcare providers,”

said, adding that “Growing evidence about the safety and effectiveness of CO

vaccination during pregnancy demonstrates that the bene�ts of receiving a 

outweigh any known or potential risks.”

The CDC recommends (https://www.theepochtimes.com/cdc-new-data-sh

vaccines-safe-for-pregnant-women_3944221.html) pregnant women get a C

with few exceptions.

Thornley is not so sure. He said the studies do show no increased risk in get

but there are some questions regarding the selection of participants.

“There are at least some questions related to the selection of participants w

for case-control studies, compared to a cohort analysis such as that found in

The data which addresses this issue of safety, particularly with regard to exp

vaccines early in pregnancy, is sparse, from published evidence, and I would

who believes it is in any way conclusive,” he told The Epoch Times.

“Since the risk of fatality or severe outcome following COVID-19 inf

generally extremely low for younger people, including those who ar

caution against the use of the vaccine, given the substantial uncerta

he added.

Morning shows on major networks like Good Morning America, who notorio

propaganda for the Left featured a piece in February 2021 on a clinical trial b

study pregnant women who get the COVID jab.
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Eight months later, the CBS Morning show began to help the CDC with their

women to get the COVID jab. In their segment, they feature a pregnant mom

COVID.
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It would be great if there was a central source for factual information that is

political opinions and government agencies or elected leaders, including tho

from �nancial contributions made to them by big pharma that stands to mak

production and sale of their COVID vaccines.
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Arm UP America Banned Again • 21 hours ago

• Reply •
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 19△ ▽

Party of One  • 19 hours ago

• Reply •

> Arm UP America Banned Again

The democrat/communist system is vested in the "this Vaccine is 100% safe Narrative" that un

high they will never admit it doesn't help and at worst kills. And if the bodies do pile up they w

bad, they will claim it is bad quality control at the pharma plants. Anyone remember the bad A

giving the soldiers in desert storm, the vaccine they would not annotate on your shot records w

 9△ ▽

Mark C.  • 18 hours ago

• Reply •

> Party of One

They'll find a way to blame the unvaccinated.

 10△ ▽

John C  • 16 hours ago

• Reply •

> Mark C.

Well since I believe they didn't take the clot shot themselves, they are unvaccina

the fault of certain unvaccinated.

 1△ ▽

MJC227  • 2 hours ago

• Reply •

> John C

Strange how it supposedly works so well that the WH, Congress, the Senate and

along with illegal aliens and the 7th century barbarians from Afrcrapistan.

 2△ ▽

Eva Palmer  • 7 hours ago> John C

I have even created $18670 in no more than a calendar month via w
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• Reply •

$ 7

computer.~oe61~Immediately once I lost my office post, I was ver

I've got this leading online work and with this I can figure out how

directly from my home.~oe61~Each person can do this easy work 

greenbacks online by going this link. 

>>> https://gw.tl/special50

△  ▽ 2

OC Reggie  • 10 hours ago

• Reply •

> Mark C.

And Trump

△  ▽ 1

h5mind  • 16 hours ago

• Reply •

> Party of One

Look on the bright side; at least now we know why they bought all those bulk coffins.

 2△ ▽

jimhalfwit  • 12 hours ago

• Reply •

> h5mind

The coffins are just for show. They'll use a backhoe to dig a trench.......

 1△ ▽

h5mind  • 6 hours ago

• Reply •

> jimhalfwit

Reminds me of the 'War is a Racket' book by Major General Smedley Butler. He

waste in war procurement. One example was how they made calvary saddles an

government, even though there was no calvary in WWII.

 1△ ▽

Shanna  • 14 hours ago

• Reply •

> h5mind

They can fit five to six of us deeep in each man😹

 1△ ▽

jimhalfwit  • 12 hours ago

• Reply •

> Party of One

There's a reason why our government is located in the District of Corruption. This tells

about CDC vax mandates:

conservativeplaylist dot com/2021/11/01/member-of-cdcs-advisory-board-who-appro

437250-last-year-by-vaccine-makers/

△ ▽

off the reservation  • 11 hours ago

• Reply •

> Arm UP America Banned Again

Every single person involved in this fake vaccine push should be in front of a firing squad. 

#FJB

 1△ ▽

Carol  • 12 hours ago> Arm UP America Banned Again

Hang him high.
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• Reply •△ ▽

ysointly • 21 hours ago

• Reply •

Apparently this "vaccine" is just what a lot of us have been saying it really is for the past year.

 16△ ▽

Arm UP America Banned Again  • 21 hours ago

• Reply •

> ysointly

ya and the presstitute propaganda who res calling US stupid and uneducated .. fu king morons 

 7△ ▽

Deplorable Constitutionalist  • 17 hours ago • edited

• Reply •

> ysointly

A depopulation bomb........all you had to do was swallow the lie and let them stick you with it..

years ago in his famous interview....everybody laughed at his revelation even him and his gole

go. Ultimate joke is on those who took the clot shot.....sayonara jackazzes.

 5△ ▽

Jamfer Jones • 21 hours ago

• Reply •

Sheep are stupid and oblivious to the harm posed to their little lambs.

 14△ ▽

✓Hear That Giant Sucking Sound • 21 hours ago

• Reply •

⛺

 12△ ▽

Carol  • 12 hours ago> ✓Hear That Giant Sucking Sound

H hi REAL HIGH
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• Reply •

Hang him REAL HIGH

△ ▽

rícín • 20 hours ago

• Reply •

Lt. Col. Theresa Long Silenced by U.S. Army After Grounding Pilots Experiencing Adve

‘Vaccines’ 

Not only is the U.S. military forcing servicemembers to get jabbed, they're also silenci

adverse reactions.

In the past, a handful of reports of adverse reactions were enough to make healthcare and governmen

further injections. But instead of expressing concern and pushing the Lt. Col. Long’s story up the chai

suppressed. According to her report:

“After I reported to my command my concerns that in one morning I had to ground three out of thr

injuries, the next day my patients were canceled, my charts were pulled for review, and I was told t

acute patients anymore, just healthy pilots there for their flight physical.”

 10△ ▽

Party of One  • 19 hours ago

• Reply •

> rícín

A repeat of the 1991 Gulf War Anthrax vaccinations and a repeat of the Vietnam Agent Orange

admitted Agent Orange causes cancer and liver damage and Army never admitted the 1991 An

will never admit it here. You get destroyed physically, they get Bronze Stars for a successful "v

official word that not adverse reactions occur you get no disability benefits only a not fit for du

with a tin cup and living under a bridge.

 7△ ▽

CharlieSeattle  • 17 hours ago

• Reply •

> Party of One

FFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFF the DOD!

 2△ ▽

CharlieSeattle  • 17 hours ago

• Reply •

> rícín

FFFFFFFFF the DOD!

 2△ ▽

CharlieSeattle • 21 hours ago

Old news suppressed by the MSM/CDC/NIH and Fauci.

Former Top Pfizer Scientist Michael Yeadon Claims COVID Vaccines May Cause Inferti

Posted by EU Times on Dec 8th, 2020

https://www.eutimes.net/202...

Within a Stay Of Action petition filed with the European Medicines Agency requesting that the Phase

suspended until serious procedural flaws are corrected, Former Prizer Chief Science Officer, Dr. Mich

COVID vaccine has the potential to cause infertility in women, specifically that the Pfizer COVID vacc

vaccines currently in Phase III trials are:

…expected to induce the formation of humoral antibodies against spike proteins of SARS-CoV-2. Syn
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see more

• Reply •

…expected to induce the formation of humoral antibodies against spike proteins of SARS CoV 2. Syn

“Response to nCoV2019 Against Backdrop of Endogenous Retroviruses” –

https://virological.org/t/r...

...which is derived from human endogenous retroviruses (HERV) and is responsible for the developm

and humans and is therefore an essential prerequisite for a successful pregnancy, is also found in hom

proteins of SARS viruses

 7△ ▽

Arm UP America Banned Again • 21 hours ago

• Reply •

THE FDA FU CKS UP AGAIN .... WHAT A SURPRISE??????? A GRUBERMENT DEPARTMENT STA

AND DICTATORS -- WELL COLOR ME SHOCKED ... SHOCKED I SAY

 7△ ▽

Party of One  • 19 hours ago

• Reply •

> Arm UP America Banned Again

FDA didn't F up. You jus confuse their goals with yours. You think the FDA's goal is to serve th

make lots of dollars for big Pharma and to enrich themselves through kick backs. By their goal

on going success. Soon to be made bigger through mandate for children and boosters for adult

 9△ ▽

Arm UP America Banned Again  • 19 hours ago

• Reply •

> Party of One

we dont disagree .. one group is as you say .. the rest are as i say :-) not mutually exclus

△ ▽

charles cap  • 21 hours ago

• Reply •

> Arm UP America Banned Again

⛺

 2△ ▽

Shanna  • 14 hours ago • edited> Arm UP America Banned Again

😹🤔🙃👻😂😃👍👏 
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⛺

△ ▽

MillieMatthews  • 21 hours ago

• Reply •

> Arm UP America Banned Again

I even have earned $19160 in a period of 30 days simply working job on my home computer

had lost my last business, I was very unsettled and thankfully I've discovered this leading on

to get thousand USD just from my home.~P220~Anyone certainly can avail this work and m

line by checking following website. 

>>> https://bit.ly/workopportun... 

******************************************************* 

△  ▽ 4

FrenchLeTaunter  • 17 hours ago

• Reply •

> MillieMatthews

Does this miracle job require a cucumber and a webcam, Millie?

No thanks.

△ ▽

h5mind • 16 hours ago

• Reply •

Apparently people have very short memories. Pfizer announced last year that their mRNA jab was "no

pregnant women, or those planning to become pregnant." When you develop a shot which destroys th

heart itself, guess what it will do to the lining of the uterus where an embryo has attached and is deve

 6△ ▽

jedward1000 • 16 hours ago

• Reply •

I tried to post this study on MarketWatch and they rejected it. Then they went back and deleted my co

working in India. Good little communists they obviously are.  

Additionally I had gotten a scrip for ivermectin sometime back at Walgreens but now they keep reject

How people can not see what is happening is beyond me. Makes me sick that Americans have become

 5△ ▽

2smartforlibs • 21 hours ago

• Reply •

You don't have to be a doctor to understand why. Do your homework.

 4△ ▽

gomurr • 8 hours ago

The incidence of spontaneous abortion/miscarriage among women in their first two trimesters has be
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• Reply •

The incidence of spontaneous abortion/miscarriage among women in their first two trimesters has be

just kept saying it was safe. Greed and power have no bounds. Like the guy on the FDA vaccine adviso

way we'll know it's safe for kids is to give it to them"....who are these people?

 3△ ▽

Bry • 13 hours ago

• Reply •

How stupid can you be to take an experimental clot shot while pregnant?

 3△ ▽

Black Eagle • 20 hours ago

• Reply •

Sadistic murderous doctors and obedient patients... this is the result. Their agenda has nothing to do 

obedience to authority, with totalitarian aspirations lurking behind the curtain.

 3△ ▽

Wize Up • 20 hours ago

• Reply •

If it's not good for these people, one would think there are other "demographics" that this is not good

this is not good for human beings.

 3△ ▽

Party of One  • 19 hours ago

• Reply •

> Wize Up

Notice that China has 2 COVID vaccines, both are deactivated live virus vaccines. China will n

with a 10 ft pole. They grow the COVID virus in monkey kidneys, harvest the virus, kill it and u

poison.

△ ▽

Seaside • 20 hours ago

• Reply •

The next five years from the date of a C19 injection will expose ALL side-effects associated with the C

side-effect trials were done before injecting humans. Therefore, ALL humans injected with the C19 in

Satan has laid out his plan for world citizens. It is now time for God Almighty to take over. I will walk

 3△ ▽

felix1999 • 8 hours ago

• Reply •

No one should be receiving these mRNA based theraputics.

 2△ ▽

Billo • 11 hours ago

• Reply •

I don't care what they say, there is liability. If they really harmed that many people capital punishmen

 2△ ▽

LUVED THIS COUNTRY  • 5 hours ago

• Reply •

> Billo

I know who the CEO. of Maderna is......

△ ▽

LoboJoe • 14 hours ago

Another open mike moment.
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see more

• Reply • 2△ ▽

The TRUTH Xiden NOT in control • 20 hours ago

• Reply •

Reduce the world population, you will have an abortion one way or another and the rest of you will al

population can be reduced to the ideal 500 million rather quickly.

Margaret Sanger from the grave

 2△ ▽

Deplorable Neanderthal  • 17 hours ago

• Reply •

> The TRUTH Xiden NOT in control

Check out the "Georgia Guide Stones" and let me know if you think it's a hoax. If it is a hoax, it

 1△ ▽

MJC227 • 2 hours ago

• Reply •

You would have to be insane top allow your children or a pregnant woman to take the clot shot or for 

COMPLY!

 1△ ▽

Dustoff • 3 hours ago

• Reply •

Just GREAT...

If the CV doesn't kill you, the shot just may.

 1△ ▽

Geometry Pro (eveydude) • 10 hours ago

I read the original study that backs up the claim in this article, but in the study the details were not di

to the reader to pick through the info provided to calculate the horrific data that was revealed. They la

weeks 1-6 of pregnancy were removed from their data set, and then they claimed miscarriages were in

Th d th t d t t k th b l k b tt h lik l if i d bl j bb d (
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(https://100percentfedup.com/breaking-researchers-in-peer-reviewed-study

withdrawal-of-mrna-covid-vaccines-for-use-in-pregnancy-those-breastfeedi

childbearing-age-and-children/)

BREAKING: Researchers In Peer-Reviewed Study Call For “IMMEDIATE
mRNA COVID Vaccines For Use in Pregnancy, Those Breastfeeding, Th
Childbearing Age and Children” (https://100percentfedup.com/breaki
peer-reviewed-study-call-for-immediate-withdrawal-of-mrna-covid-va
pregnancy-those-breastfeeding-those-of-childbearing-age-and-child

Load more comments

• Reply •

They removed the worst data to make the numbers look better, much like classifying double-jabbed (

those deaths resulting from the vaccine within 14 days are then counted as unvaccinated.
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